A1 Series Application Sheet

Company Type: **Cooling Tower Manufacturer**
Market: **Fabrication Metal Products**
Application Category: **Monitoring**
Model Number: **A109GMN100NA1 113265-1 Remote Kit**

**ADVANTAGES OF USING FLOMEC® METERS**
- Battery Operated
- Compact Design
- NEMA 4 Enclosure
- Accurate
- Not Dependent on Mounting Orientation
- Display Can Be Mounted Remotely
- Nylon Housing is Compatible with Raw Water

**APPLICATION:**
In the water chiller/cooling tower process, there are multiple variables related to the Btu extracted from the incoming water. Those variables include thermal capacity, air flow rate, air and water contact time, and circulating water rate. Two of these variables require a flowmeter to accurately predict the efficiency of the cooler. Flow meters are required on the makeup water line and on the circulating water line in order to maintain the most efficient balance of recirculated water and makeup water-to-air flow. A flow meter is placed on the circulating water line to monitor flow rate. In some applications, a second meter is placed on the makeup water line to monitor amount.

**PROBLEM:**
Companies need to adjust flow rate to maintain a constant temperature of cooling water used for various processes. Unstable or fluctuating chill water temperatures can cause quality problems or possibly even damage to expensive equipment.

**SOLUTION:**
Add a flowmeter in line to monitor the flow rate through the chiller.

---

**Diagram:**
- Water flow diagram with A1 Meter placement for monitoring flow rate in the water chiller/cooling tower process.
- Connections for Hot Process or Device, Pump, Make Up Water, Cooling Tower, and Air fill points.
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